
Client Background
Austin Hair Clinic provides a full range of hair loss treatment solutions in Central Texas. Dr. Sanjeev Dubey began Austin 
Hair Clinic to apply his more than 20 years of medical experience to helping patients regain their confidence after suffering 
from hair loss. From prescriptions to cutting-edge robotic hair transplant procedures, Dr. Dubey diagnoses the cause of 
each patient’s hair loss and uses the wide range of treatment options at his disposal to match the right remedy to the 
type of hair loss, creating a customized solution.

The Challenge
As a relatively new medical practice, Austin Hair Clinic needed to increase its organic standings in search 
engine results pages (SERP) to stand out from the crowd, and its Central Texas location is a highly competitive 
and very expensive pay-per-click market so a solely PPC strategy would have been inefficient and expensive. 
Instead, using our years of experience marketing hair loss-oriented medical practices, we knew that a 
multiprong approach utilizing both SEO and Content Marketing strategies would be the best way of attaining 
Dr. Dubey’s goals of improving awareness in the market and to create a consistent stream of educated and 
qualified leads.
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HLM Approach
While hair loss has a tremendous impact on a person’s 
confidence and self-esteem, seeking treatment is not 
an impulse purchase. Buyers typically spend time 
researching what they think might be causing their hair 
loss, treatment options, and local treatment providers. 
That means using a synergistic blend of organic, white-
hat SEO and content marketing strategies to position 
Dr. Dubey and Austin Hair Clinic as hair loss Experts 
with Authority in hair restoration and conveying their 
Trustworthiness is essential. By having prospective 
patients repeatedly find Austin Hair Clinic in organic 
search results as they research hair loss treatments, it 
equates the practice with the solution they need while 
organically moving prospects through the buyers’ 
journey and into Austin Hair Clinic’s sales funnel. 
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Content Gap Analysis
One of our first steps in implementing the strategy that worked so well for Austin Hair Clinic was to do a 
Content Gap Analysis. This generates a list of keywords for which AHC’s competitors rank, but that doesn’t 
have matching content on Austin Hair Clinic’s website. Finding the right targets for our buyer personas’ needs 
and to showcase our client’s industry expertise helped kick-start our content strategy.

Defining and understanding the hair restoration landscape in Austin was our first priority. We analyzed what 
their competition was doing, how they were achieving it, and how we could position our client to be the 
authority in their field. This helped define the need for 14 core pages on their website, an increase of eight 
pages from when Austin Hair Clinic became our client, in addition to adding a blog to the website. 

One topic that came up in our content gap analysis was dihydrotestosterone (DHT). Data analysis showed 
that [dihydrotestosterone] has been a high-volume search term within the hair restoration field for years. See 
chart below.

Building Authority
By defining significant keyword clusters and pillar topics, we brainstormed supporting topics each persona 
would value and targeted more keywords that weren’t in the content cap analysis. The SEO team then 
collaborated with the Content Marketing team to turn those keyword clusters and pillar topics into a blog 
topic strategy that would answer common questions prospective patients research while looking for 
hairloss solutions.

That translates to consumer 
queries such as “What is DHT?” As 
you can see, this continues to be a 
popular search term.
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Thanks to the expert handling of our SEO and 
Content teams, we were able to take what was 
revealed in the content gap analysis and turn it 
into a blog that ranks well in SERPs. (See screenshot 
below.) The blog post’s supporting queries were 
designed with relevancy in mind, and all showed 
good search interest. 

Since DHT is a frequently searched topic for those 
starting their hair restoration journey, it becomes 
a foundational part of our long-term content 
strategy.  Quite often It is also a prospect’s first 
step in Austin’s Hair Clinic’s sales funnel.

And these benefits persist, as the next chart shows. 
Organic data demonstrates beneficial numbers over 
the lifetime of the site. As this chart demonstrates it 
accounts for a similar number of goal completions 
as Paid while having half the volume of users. When 
the low bounce rate of organic traffic, the pages per 
session, time on site and goal conversion percentage 
are taken into account, a case can easily be made 
for the relevance of incoming traffic.

In a highly scrutinized YMYL (Your Money or Your Life) 
health-related vertical like cosmetic procedures, 
being seen as an authoritative resource is essential 
to earn Google’s – and the consumer’s – trust. 
When a prospect keeps finding your content as they 
research hair loss it helps convey the sense that you 
are the authority in your field.
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In addition to our strategic efforts, the jump in traffic also benefited from a research study that spurred 
interest in the question “What is DHT?” as well some overlap volume related to a tanker company called “DHT 
Holdings” also being in the news. Two Google Core updates and a third Helpful Content update also likely 
contributed to the spike. It also coincided with the 90-day turnaround for SEO changes after we updated 
Austin Hair Clinic’s website.
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Building trust requires a thoughtful SEO strategy. 
HLM deployed key tactics, like link building, to 
increase their referring domains and demonstrate 
authority in their niche.

Establishing authority involves more than just 
backlinks. If the content on the other side of a link 
isn’t topical, helpful, and trustworthy, Google won’t 
rank it well, and prospects will quickly leave the 

website. HLM expanded Austin Hair Clinic’s editorial footprint, carefully creating and optimizing new content, 
as well as regular blog posts to target achievable search terms.

Other blog-related traffic also shows longevity, organic relevance, and ongoing conversions as this chart 
indicates. Another post that was part of our foundational blog content strategy is this FUE vs. FUT post, which 
had good early organic growth and continues to attract organic traffic as a landing page.

The Results
A 542.71% increase in organic traffic from Google.com, Bing.
com, DuckDuckGo.com.

HLM focused its marketing strategy on educating prospects, 
while building rapport with them. We learned very early in 
the process that preventative keywords and terms did not 
yield the results Dr. Dubey and his team wanted Instead, we 
focused on solutions that helped prospects envision their 
results, at the hands of Dr. Dubey and his trained staff.

Within six months Austin Hair Clinic received more leads, 
consultations, and procedures than they ever had, and 
continued that trend for the next 12 months. 
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